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Abstract
The EU funded project MedIEQ (Quality Labelling of
Medical Web content Using Multilingual Information
Extraction) aims to pave the way to an automation of the
quality appraisal of health related information on the
Internet.
This paper presents AQUA (Assisting Quality
Assessment), the assisting system for labelling agencies of
medical web sites. This system, based on semantic web
and information extraction technologies, aims to support
the work of the labelling expert in three different aspects:
1. it searches the Web looking for unlabeled websites, 2.
it reviews the health web resources according to a set of
machine-readable criteria creating a RDF/XML label, 3.
finally, it automatically monitors the web resources in
order to identify modifications against the criteria and it
alerts the expert about it.
AQUA is expected to reduce labelling agencies’
workloads, thus increasing the number of quality-rated
web pages as well as their effective monitoring.

1.

Introduction

The Internet has become one of the principal sources
of health related information [1-5]. Consumers access
online health information for different reasons: searching
directly for health information, participating in support
groups, and consulting with health professionals [6]. The
acquired information influences the decision the patients
take; 70% said the online information affects their
decision about how to treat an illness, and 50% said it led
them to ask a doctor a new question or to get a second
opinion [7]. However the unequal and often indeterminate

quality of online health information has raised concern.
For these reasons many organisations around the world
strive towards the creation of quality standards.
Although the approaches differ, they all have a similar
goal: to guarantee that the searched information satisfies
minimal quality criteria. The first approach is to establish
codes of conduct. This implies that the information
provider voluntarily follows the criteria, without being
controlled. A more active approach is the third party
accreditation of web resources. A web site is rated against
a defined set of criteria, and if it satisfies them, it obtains
a quality seal [8-11]. Another approach is the filtering
portals, which classify and organize the web sites
according to certain criteria, in order to make this
information more accessible for the user [12-15].
In the last two cases, the third party accreditation and
the filtering portals, the rating and classification work is
done principally “by hand”, resulting in a high workload
and requiring a lot of resources.
On the other hand, the Semantic Web offers new
opportunities on the field of quality labelling of online
health information [16]. Using metadata, it is possible to
create a computer readable label, telling the user e.g. who
is behind the web site, who is the sponsor, which is the
target audience, when the information was created, etc
[17,18]. These labels can be “read” by a
computer/software, which would provide the user with
more specific information according to his/her
requirements. The metadata can be expressed in the
Resource Description Framework language (RDF) [19],
which was developed within the World Wide Web
Consortium [20]. RDF is a standard vocabulary designed
to represent information on the Web.

This paper presents the work developed within the EC
co-funded project Quality Labelling of Medical Web
Content using Multilingual Information Extraction
(MedIEQ) [21]. We present a system that supports the
work of the labelling expert, called AQUA (Assisting
Quality Assessment).

It builds on the experiences of other groups, who also
worked with semantic web as a tool for the quality
labelling of health-related information [10,22,23] and
with information extraction technologies [25].

Figure 1. Architecture of AQUA system
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AQUA is a web application that incorporates
different toolkits interacting with each other. Figure 1
shows the complete architecture of AQUA.
AQUA will assist the expert in different processes of
the quality labeling work:
1. identification of unlabeled web sites,
2. semi-automatic labelling of health web sites
according to certain criteria and creation of
machine readable labels.
3. monitoring and continuous re-labelling of the
web sites in order to identify updates and to
control the compliance with the criteria.
The first step of the labeling process where AQUA
can be applied is locating unlabeled websites on the
web. Thanks to a content classifier, AQUA is able to
distinguish web sites with and without health
information. A crawler is also part of AQUA; it
searches the web for health-related web sites that do not
yet have a label. The crawler is a meta-search machine
that utilizes the results retrieved by other search engines
(Google, Yahoo, Intute and HON). The starting points

are the user-selected keywords and/or web directories.
Besides, it is possible to prepare a corpus in order to
train the classifier. In this way, the results of the next
search will be more precise.
For the semi-automatic labelling of health web sites,
AQUA offers a Label Management Environment
(LAM), where the experts can create, update and
compare the RDF labels. The RDF labels are created
according to the vocabulary proposed by MedIEQ,
which is based on a set of criteria selected by the
participating labeling agencies, the Accreditation
Program Web Mèdica Acreditada (WMA) and the
Agency for Quality in Medicine (AQuMed). The
selection is based on an analysis of the most familiar (or
the most well known) international quality initiatives:
the recommendations of the EU in the document
“eEurope 2002: Quality Criteria for Health related
Websites [26], the criteria used by the participating
agencies (Code of Conduct of the Medical Association
of Barcelona [27] and Check In Instrument [28] of
AQuMed), as well as the criteria used by Health on the
Net Foundation (HON) [8]. Table 1 shows the 10
criteria with their 36 attributes.
The proposed vocabulary serves as a case study to
show the functionalities of AQUA and the value of
machine-readable labels. The vocabulary terms can be

modified by adding or eliminating some terms
according to the needs of the labelling agency.

of the quality labelling process.
Criterion

Attributes

1. Resource
defining
information

Figure 2. Welcome page of AQUA
A RDF label, based on several metadata vocabularies
(e.g. Dublin Core, FOAF, etc.), can be automatically
created, i.e. with information automatically extracted by
AQUA, as well as manually, i.e. the expert should
search the information and fill the label.
The Information Extraction (IET) and the Web
content collection (WCC) toolkits are responsible for
the identification and extraction of the information that
should be extracted for each criterion.
After the extraction, AQUA presents the results to
the expert, together with a link to the page where the
information was found. The expert has to decide if it is
appropriate or not.
AQUA also supports the expert by monitoring
labelled web sites. This happens with the help of
another AQUA tool, Monitor-Update-Alert (MUA). It
allows the expert to create monitoring tasks, so the
labelled web sites will be reviewed again in a
predetermined period of time. In the case the monitored
web sites were updated against the criteria, MUA sends
an alert e-mail to the expert.

3.

Final remarks

To help health information seekers identify web sites
that follow at least minimal quality standards is one of
the big challenges of a labelling agency. Its work
usually requires a lot of human effort, because most of
the steps of the labelling process are done manually.
In this context, AQUA aims to facilitate the work of
the labelling authorities by automating some of the steps

1.1 Resource URI
1.2 Resource title
1.3 Resource last update
1.4 Resource language (s)
2. Ownership /
2.1 Organization name
Creatorship
2.2 Organization type
2.3 Responsible name
2.4 Responsible title
2.5 Responsible contact details
2.6 Webmaster name
2.7 Webmaster contact details
3. Purpose / Mission 3.1 Purpose/mission of the resource
3.2 Purpose/mission of the owner
3.3 Target audience
3.4 Statement declaring limitation of the
provided information
4. Topic/Keywords 4.1 Topic/Keywords (UMLS)
5. Virtual
5.1 VC service available
consultation (VC)
5.2 VC responsible name
5.3 VC responsible contact details
5.4 Statement declaring limitation of the
VC service
6. Funding /
6.1 Statement declaring sources of
Advertising
founding
6.2 Name of founding (sponsoring)
organization
6.3 Statement declaring limitation of
influence of sponsors on the content
6.4 Is advertising present?
6.5 Are advertisement clearly separated
from editorial content?
6.6 Policy with regal of advertisement.
7. Other seal or
7.1 Is other seal present?
Recommendation
7.2 Which other seal?
8. Information
8.1 References, bibliography,
supporting scientific 8.2 Publication / creation date
content
8.3 Last revision / modification date
8.4 Author name(s)
8.5 Author(s) contact details
8.6 Editorial policy
9.Privacy policy
9.1. Explanation how personal data is
Confidentiality /
handled.
10. Accessibility
10.1 Accessibility level (A,AA,AAA)

Table 1. 10 Criteria and their attributes
AQUA will be available in seven languages und will
support the 10 criteria and 36 attributes. The first
prototype, delivered in July 2007, supports two
languages (English and Spanish) and only a selection of
the criteria.
Furthermore, the creation of machine-readable labels
opens new possibilities for the application of advanced
knowledge management technologies (e.g. to make a
search more precise).
Both participating labelling agencies will evaluate the

first prototype in order to determinate its performance,
usability as well as the influence of AQUA in the daily
work of a labelling expert. The results of the evaluation
will be presented until the end of October 2007.
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